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Abstract 
We describe the study of TOF-PET performance with the heavy scintillators and photon sensors. An excellent  TOF 
(Time Of Flight)  performance is resulted by a pair of simple detector which consists of a LFS scintillator  and a 
MPPC.  The timing resolution of 100 ps with two detectors which corresponds 3cm for the cancer detection would 
give a significant improvement for the next generation PET system in the world. We repot here our current activities 
for the ultimate timing resolution study. 
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1. Introduction 
The next generation PET system is required for its higher performance on the spacial resolution and 
cleaner view than the current systems in the hospitals. The PET system is able fi  the cancer  by its 
functioning,  since it can point out the location of the cancers by the concentration  of the FDG 
(fluorodeoxy glucose) which installed human body from outside.  The FDG includes radioactive nuclei 
of 18F, thus it decays into   in short time of order half a day. This decay products consist of a positron 
which annihilates with an electron in the cancer cell then generates two photons in back to back direction. 
The PET system detects those gamma rays of 0.511 MeV and determine the location of cancer by making 
an image of human body. In order to make the image cleaner without accidental coincidence,  TOF 
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capability is supposed to improve the image [1] . The current TOF performance is about 0.6ns of the 
FWHM timing resolution.  The schematic description of the TOF PET is shown in figure1-a. 
In order to have significant progress for the next generation PET system, we need to find a new type of 
scintillator which has rapid response  in particular its raise time of the signal, as well as the fall time. The 
signal raise time is also relevant for the photo sensor which receives  the scintillation photons.      
 Here we introduce a combination of a scintillator named LFS and a photo-sensor of MPPC by 
expecting good TOF performance, as well as for the DOI (Depth Of Interaction) capability. DOI 
performance is required to improve the special resolution in the non-central region of the PET detector 
system, since  the deterioration of the special resolution becomes bigger and bigger at   marginal part of 
the PET. Dividing the scintillator into a couple of layers in radial direction, which is called DOI, the 
position of the gamma detection is localized in small volume, thus we are able to resolve two gammas at 
the source points. The DOI idea is shown in figure 1-b schematically. 
 
Figure 1 (left): A schematic view to show the role of the TOF performance. There, good TOF 
performance is able to get rid of the accidental interaction points. 
Figure 2 ( center and right) : A schematic view of DOI PET. The center shows without DOI, while the 
right shows   with DOI so that fine special resolution is expected.  
 
2 Scintillator and Photo-sensor 
 As we introduced newly developed two items for the next generation PET system, here we describe 
them in detail.  The popular scintillator for the current PET system is LYSO/LSO,  while we introduce 
LFS from Zecotek Co.[2],  because of its cost and new features such as the rapid signal output.  
According to the specification sheet of the company, the decay constant  time of the scintillation lights is 
less than  40ns which is similar to that of  LYSO/LSO.  The light yield  is about 80-85% of NaI(Tl).  The 
sizes of the scintillator is 3 mm x 3mm for its cross section and 15mm long. The size of the cross section 
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is determined to fit the size of the photo-sensor , in order to construct the matrix and DOI system for the 
further studies. 
 The photo sensor is named MPPC which is a novel pixelated Geiger mode avalanche photodiode from 
Hamamatsu Co.[3]. Since we have been developing the sensor with Hamamatsu, we have ertise for this 
device and studying for applications in particular for the PET system.  The MPPC is introduced and 
developed for the high energy physics experiments in order to detect small plastic scintillators. Thus the 
size and power consumption is tiny to be used in huge numbers for the collider calorimeter. Its gain is 
more than 10 to the 5th, this means a simple amplifier can manage the signal easily than usual silicon 
sensors. Moreover, the timing resolution for single photon is 0.26ns, which expects the good TOF 
performance for the PET application.  And it is insensitive to the magnetic field, therefore we are able to 
introduce MRI-PET with this device.   The sensitive wave length of the MPPC is around 420nm , which 
is in good agreement of the emission light of the LFS.   
 
3 Experimental set up 
In order to verify  the timing performance, we   set up a small system which consists of two same pair of 
unit, which composed of a LFS crystal scintillator and a MPPC attached behind it at the cross section 3 
mm x 3mm where the MPPC can receive the photons generated by either photo-electric effect or compton 
scattering of gamma rays. Two units are aligned in a straight line and a radioactive sodium 22 source is 
set at the middle of the two measuring units , which is shown in figure 2.  We employed the 25 micron 
pitch MPPC which composed of the 40x40=1600 pixels in 1mm x 1mm sensitive area. The MPPC1 
which locates at the left hand side of the source generates a signal when a gamma ray interacts in the 
scintillator, while the MPPC2  generates the signal when the other gamma ray interacts with the other 
scintillator.  Then the signals are amplified 
and discriminated. The NIM digital signal 
from the MPPC1 makes the CAMAC TDC 
start, while the stop signal is make by 
coincidence of MPPC1 and 2, where the 
timing is according to the MPPC2.  Thus 
we are able to measure the time 
distribution between the MPPC1 and 2 as 
the TOF, which shows the timing 
resolution of these two units.  
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Figure 2 : experimental set up and circuit to take the time difference distribution  from MPPC1 and 2. 
 
4 Results  
In figure 3-a, we show the timing  resolution resulted by the experimental set up shown in figure 2.  The 
horizontal axis is plotted in TDC channels for the row data which should be calibrated by the 25ps /TDC 
channel. Fitted by a gaussian function, the timing resolution is converted to be 96ps in the FWHM for 
LFS scintillator, on the other hand we have measured with the same set up for LYSO. The results is 
shown in figure 3-b, resulting to be 111ps of resolution.  As expected we got better timing resolution for 
LFS than that of usual scintillator LYSO, however, the difference is small due to the rapid photo sensor 
MPPC. Even the 111ps resolution is ever achieved in the literature[4]. The best result of 96 ps for LFS 
and MPPC combination indicate the big progress for the next generation PET system.  
 
figure 3-a (left): timing resolution for LFS and figure 3-b (right)  for LYSO. The red lines are gaussian 
fittings.  
 
5 Conclusion and Discussion  
According to the significant results of timing resolution with two units of LFS and MPPC, we verified the 
magnificent future  for the next generation PET system.  Compared with the similar previous work [5], 
our timing resolution is much better.  This may be due to the smaller pixel size which makes rapid signal 
than 50 micron pitch. Further studies are necessary to confirm this speculation. With help of fine 
capability of TOF, we are planning to construct a matrix module which consists of 3x3 units and to test 
the compton PET system, where we are able to use 3times more events than the current PET. Since the 
photo-electron effect is solely utilized for the current PET system, the next generation PET would adopt 
the compton scattering as well. This possibility will be tested by the matrix module. 
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Nomenclature 
PET : Positron Emission Tomograph    
TOF : Time Of Flight 
DOI : Depth Of Interaction 
LFS: Lutetium Fine Silicate by Zecotek Phtonic Inc. 
LYSO: Yttrium Orthosilicate 
MPPC: Multi Pixel Photon Counter by Hamamatsu Photonics Co.. 
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